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.PRESIDENT'S PARAGRAPHS
Our Society is teri years old. A birthday is an
occasion to look fowards and backwards. From a
small group SAH has grown to nearly five hundred.
The Society has been fortunate in the respect
and support it has received. The past year has
given me opportunity to see the Society from a
different point of view. I have felt the spirit
of growth and vigor in SAH. We are in the process of change, but the change is one of increased fellowship with the original purpose intact.
Automotive history ranges from efforts to assess
the significance of the automobile to the study
of the personalit~es connected with its development, and the business and technical methods of
designing, prodlfcuing and selling. The subject
has only been touched. The function of the Society is to help in continuing study. We are amateurs and professional historians, collectors of
cars, booksl literature, and noncollectors, those
~interested
n only one subject, and those of om' ~livorous interests. We all are proud of the books,
articles and valuable research done by members.
The Society was formed to help each of us. As a
group we can do more than as ind.ividuals. We owe
a debt to the original members. Particularly to
Dick Brigham and Marshall Naul. Marshall will be
on the Board next year. Dick will be retiring as
editor of the Automotive History Review with the
appearance of Issue #10. One of the aspects of
growth is the recognition that the editors need
help. Dick has worke~ long and hard for the Society
and has carried on alone for years as editor of
AHR. He deserves thanks from all of us.
It is the thinking of the Board that future
editors should live where they can obtain help.
John Peckham, Dave Brownell, and Keith Marvin are
working on Issue #11 which will appear before the
end of the year in a new format. Fred Roe offered
to be editor for the next four issues. The Board
accepted his offer at the October 4th Board meeting at Hershey. The Publications committee will
be conducting a search for a sucessor to Fred.
Volunteers for tmpost or suggestions on this
topic should be sent to John Rae the chairman of
that committee. (John's address is Harvey Mudd
College, Claremont, Calif. 91711)
The Board also discussed two other aspects or
growth although it is as yet too early to set out
new policy. These are the role of Chapters and
~~ ssible changes in the By-Laws. There are now
~ ix Chapters with a seventh in formation. They
provide opportunity tor those in a reasonable
range to have the benefit and stimulation or interchange with others. As for the By-Laws, actual
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operation turns out to be a little different from
what was forseen at the time of drafting. It is
proposed that the changes be gradual and ample
notice will be given.
For those out of range f~r a chapter there is
correspondence and the Research Column of the
Newsletter. We hope to move foward with the index
and bibliography projects and help is needed to
get the oral history project functioning.
It has been an honor to serve the Society this
year. I hope to do better next year. It has been
a pleasure to have heard from so many of you and
I hope you will continue to communicate.
W. F. Robinson

Editor's Notes
It was a year ago at this time that I agreed to
become editor of the Newsletter, I had an idea of
what I was getting into, but can't say I have
any regrets after this first year. The best part
of the job was getting to meet so many of you
through the mails. Believe me we really have some
interesting people in the SAH. All are willing to
help if th~y can, my requests for hel?, contributions etc. has not gon.e unheeded. Of course
there were times when I said to myself, what am
I doing this for! But then a friendly letter from
a member, be it from the u.s., Canada or from
across the pond, would arrive to revive my enthusiasm. Its you the membership who have made the
SAH grow and if the attendance and good fellowship shown at the annual meeting in Hummelstown
last month is any indication of the enthusiasm in
the Society, we are in great shape.
Thanks have to go to Bill and Rosemary Jackson for
making the arrangements for the dinner at the annual meeting. A full report will be in the next
issue of the Newsletter of the meeting. It was a
blast! It was very well attended, and for those of
you that were in the Hershey area that weekend and
didn't attend, you don't know what you missed. It
was nice for me personally to meet many of the members I had correspondence with over the year, and
meet also members from the west coast, England,
etc. Such people as Nick Georgano, Bruce Ledingham,
Neal East, Al Marwick just to name a few.
Keep those letters and contributions coming!

Chapter News
The WISCONSIN CHAPTER is very active, they had a
meeting on July 8th, and fourteen members and one
guest attended. The rtew officers are: Director Matt Joseph, Associate Director - George Tesar,
Secretary - Chris Halla, Treasurer - Bob Lichty.
The region is trying to gain affiliation with the
\Visconsin State Historical Society, feeling it
would do a great deal to broaden their base and
open doors in the field of historical automotive
research. Special guest was Shel Stromquist of
the State Historical Society. Chris Halla was
appointed editor of the Chapter newsletter by
Director Joseph. Dues were set at $?.00 for
individual and $2?.00 for corporate. Both Awards
and Archival Committees were formed. The newsletter
was named the SPARK by editor Halla after Dr.
Carhart's 1871 steamer, it told of chapter news,
had an article on how to publish ones work rather get it published in a magazine, and what
magazines one could send contributions to. (Ed.
Note: Thanks for mentioning SAH publications to
send articles to!!) Also enclosed with the first
issue of their Newsletter was a list of the cars
made in Wisconsin over the years. The Logo of the
Wisconsin Chapter is the silhouette of the Spark
steamer on the image of the shape of the state.
The PIONEER CHAPTER had lts last meeting in Bennington, Vermont at the offices of Special-Interest
Autos Magazine and Hemmings Motor News. Hosts were
Terry Ehrich and Dave Brownell. A tour of the plant
and a buffet lunch were provided. Ten members and
a number of guests were present. President Nat Dawes
noted guide lines for our bibliography of sales
literature of N.Y. made vehicles was in the works
- -and would be ready -for tneNovertrber meeting. It
was decided to send Fred Soule to college at the
expense of the Chapter, so that he may take a course
being given on "The Art of Grantsmanship", it will

let the chapter discover the possible sources tor ~
grants and funding. The members agreed that this
knowledge will be of help to the Chapter and to
the national SAH in the future. The history of ~
Chapter was being written by Margaret Vitale an,..,
Fred Soule. Fred showed two sketches of a proposed
logo for the Pioneer Chapter. These sketches were
done by none other .than Peter Helck! It is an honor
for the Chapter to have Mr. Helck do this for us.
Fred is conducting an oral history session with
Mr. Helck also when Mr. Helck's time permits. It
was noted that membership renewal for the Chapter
was now due. The next meeting was to be held on
November 10th at 1 p.m. at Walt Gosden's home on
Long Island.

NEWS NOTES
Jim Harrigan (4036 ??th St., Des Moines, Iowa
?0310) has located some interesting material
that is available for copying from the Burlington, Iowa library about Phillip M. Crapo,
cousin of William Crapo Durant.
The Library of Congress has acquired the original
layout by Thomas Maitland Cleland for the Locpmobile Book for 1915.
The Wall Street Journal for Sept. 6th featured
a longarticle on Auburn, Indiana and· the effect
which the great depression had on that city and
on its largest industry, the Auburn Automobile ~
Co. This article quoted John Martin Smith,SAH ,..,
member.
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The 1906 Bennett-Hutchins
Ernest Bennett and G.C. Hutchins built this twohorsepower job in 1906 out of old bicycle and
motorcycle parts. The engine was an air-cooled
Thor, bored out for more power and mounted to
the frame between the front wheels. Drive was
through a series of pulleys and belts, with a
lever-operated idler pulley for engaging the
power. Coaster brakes were used on th~ rear
wheels and the rear axle had no differential.
Steering was by tiller, springs were used in
the rear only and the body was of wood. It was
able to climb many nearby hills including some
in the downtown Los Angeles area.
J. H. Valentine

OBITUABTIES
<Van Wyck Hewlett

divided: Chevrolet en·g ineering the ' 10 through 30
series Ct through 3/~ ton) (light) and GMC Truck
and Coach Uivision engineering the 40 through 90
series (medium and heavy). Prior to the 1979 model
year, the manufacturer was similarly divided except that GMAD (General Motors Assembly Division)
also manufactured the light trucks at several sites
across the continent; all 40 through 90 series
were manufactured at the GMC plants in Pontiac, MI.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATt"ON ON THE GORHAM CAR
For 1979, due to the strong increase in demand,
The Gorham car which was pictured in NL #60 may have . GMC undertook manufacture of the light vans in the
11
been called the "Jitsuyo .after production of the four- former, but extensively expandE:Jd, GMC motorhome .
wheeled model began, according to an article which has facility original~y acquired by Mr. Durant as the
come to my attention recently.
Welch Motor Car Company • .
A full column on this car appeared in Automotive Indust·
1:J&.I,, July 20, 1922, .which states that William R. Gor- These vehicles (1'0 through 90 series) as well as
ham, a Los An~eles engineer, had desi~ned the "Jitsuyo",the Chevrolet El Camino {GMC Sprint) were marketwhich was then in production at the rate of fifty cars ed through both Chevrolet and GMC distribution
per month at the factory of the Jitsuyo Jidosha Seizo
systems, and bore- the corresponding badge and disCo. of Osaka.
Specifications and description of the
tinctive grill.
very simple controls are also given.
·
Geor This arrangement made the larger trucks available
Possibly our members in Japan or Mr. Emery or Mr.
- in smaller communities (from Chevrolet outlets)
gano will be able to comment on this d~fferenc~ in the which could not support a truck dealership and exname by which the car is identified,
Jitsuyo does
tended the product line and profit base of the GMC
not appear as a make in any compilation which I have
outlets as well as providing the truck customer
seen.
I will be glad to furnish a copy of this column with br~ad needs, a single service point for all
to any member upon r~quest.
trucks.
Fred Roe, 837 Winter St. Holliston MA 01746
In August 1977, Chevrolet marketing of Class VII
and VIII (over 26,000 GVW) trucks, the series 70
through 90 were discontinued. The badges Bruin,
Bison and Titan, were discontinued; the corresponding GMC model badges survive:Brigadier, Astra
and General.

Hewlett of Kew _Gardens, N.Y. was an early
ber of the SAH, and a frequent contribUtor
• ~ the Bulb Horn .of the VMCCA.He was 89 years
old.

LETTERS
From George P. Hanley, P.E. Director, HenrY M.
Leland Chapter, SAH. 1655 Northumberland Dr.
Rochester, MI. 48063: In response to your commentary on factory scale models of automobiles in
issue # 6~, and your query whether any of the
famous Marmon models exist today. I am most pleased to report that at least two of the seven individual Marmon models exist today _and are in
very good, and I might · add, distinguished hands.
John Bond has been successful in acquiring the
Victoria Coupe model and that it is currently
undergoing a professional restoration. James Zordich, Curator of the L.A. County Museum of Art,
reports that the two pass. Speedster model is
stored at his museum. It is in good condition and
a full restoration is planned. Indeed, an appropriate repository. Does anyone have fact or
rumor concerning the fate of the other five
models?
I purchase& a finely detailed engine, such as used
in .t he Marmon 11 3~ models! in 1977. It however, had
not been drilled for eng1ne-mount bolts, so presumably additional engines (over the seven) were
made and awaraed perhaps as incentive prizes to
distributors. This on~ r~portedly graced the desk
of the manager of the Los Angeles branch store.
~ regard to the GMC/Chevrolet truck matter broU,ht
~ light in recent letters in the Newsletter. For

some years now, the responsibility for engineering
. General -Motors Corporation truck products has been

As to the classification ot the El Camino/Sprint
vehicle, the official classificration first adopted by the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency
for the 197~ model year should apply. A vehicle
derived from a parent vehicle is included in the
same "family" even though the parent marent may be
a passenger-carrying vehicle and the derivation a
property-carrying one or vice versa. Hence, the
El Camino/Sprint must meet emission standards for
passenger cars, but the Blazer/Jimmy (a passenger
carrying vehicle when fully seated) is required
to meet the heavy duty truck engine emmission
standards. Ref. u.s. Code of Federal Regulations
Part 40 Section 8~.002 (a) (~) and CFR408~.202(a)(~).
I hope the foregoing resolves some of the inquiries
and is of interest to readers of the Newsletter.
(Editors's note: I have found yet another Marmon
model, but not the ones currently under discussion,
this one is of a V16 sedan and is in the Cooper- ·
Hewett Museum in New York City.)

From G. M. Nau1 1 53~ StublYn Rd,, Gr~ville,Ohio
~: The letter by Elliot Kahn in
61 mentioned
several makes of cars (or where they commercial
vehicles?) which Mr. Kahn claims 99 out of 100
members of the SAH would not recognize. I am one
of the 99. Possibly Mr. Kahn does not recognize
an opportunity to educate the majority of us. The
whole purpose of the SAH is to share knowledge,
not harbor it. I for one, would welcome knowledge
of the several brand names which he so tantalizingly put forth •

11560: In your latest issue you ask for .
mation on models like the Marmons pictured which
many manufacturers used to build and in some cases
distribute. Some years ago I was able to obtain
from the widow of Archie M. Andrews, Sr., organizer and promotor of New Era Motors, Inc. the
producer of the Ruxton front drive car, the wooden patern maker's model or t size model used in
building the first production Ruxtons in 1929.
Owner of the model is the second son, John C.
Andr.ews, of Greenwich, Conn. I arranged for him to
place it through me in the Larz Anderson Museum,
as we used to refer to the Antique Auto Museum at
Larz Anderson Park, Inc., now functioning in its
new additional location : Museum Wart, 300 Congress
St. Boston, Mass. This is within sight of south
station. The museum has it on indefinite loan, not
as a gift. It is made of mahogany, and is t size,
of course, linear dimensions -- 1/64 by volume.
The Kissel Motor Car Company, Hartford, Wisconsin
(1906-1931) built many t size models ahead of productionl but I was informed by the late Mr. Wm. L.
Kissel ~# 2 brother in the old company) that the,r
freely gave them away to dealers who asked for
them while picking up.new cars at the factory. He
said that a North Carolina dealer in particular
took quite a number of these back with him over a
period of time. Presumably some or all of ~hese
may have survived in the Carolinas; however to dat.e
not a single one has surfaced. On the other hand,
a supplier of aluminum parts to Kissel cast an accurate model of a 1917 Kissel Kar 100 point Six
All-Year sedan. The "Gibraltar-body" type which
first became available on Kissel Kars in 1913 with
the introduction of the 1914 models. Although almost indistinguishable from any seaan having only
two rear doors and a walk through between the frnnt
bucket seats, the upper half of the body was removable for summer use with an ordinary windshield
and one man folding top. Kissel dropped "Kar" in
the name as ot June 1918 although the old serial
plates continued to use it ·into 1923, but not the
radiator emblems or hubcaps.
The old snapshots of two very obscure makes of
cars which are enclosed were preserved by my close
friend, John H. Rhoades III, who died in Princeton
August 19. Both makes were custom built in small
numbers for a select clientele, generally New
Yorkers. For Orson information see the 1974 Bulb
Horn, Vol. XXXV, No.3, page 13. These in fact may
be the only photos available at this time. The late
Mr. Lyman Rhoades I, who owned these cars, was a
prominent Wall Street figure until the 1930s. He
was a genuine connoisseur of cars, having owned
exotic makes later such as Biddles, one with Buda
engine and one with Rochester-Dusenberg enginei a
Meteor, later a Model A Duesenberg touring, fo lowed by a Brewster bodied Packard brougham sedan
and a Buick station wagon, bOth circa 1927.

From Dave Brownell Bo -1
Be
o
Vt 0 20 :
This is a left fie d guess on the ystery ·car in
Newsletter # 64. The radiator shell has strong
overtones of Alfa-Romeo, perhaps of the P-3 variety,
while the coachwork looks the type that would be
inflicted upon innocent chassis by Spohn. As I said
strictly a guess.

Ruxton model, photo copyright H.A.Clark Jr.

Orson automobile above, Prodal car below.

From R 1
C lico Drive
Nevada
1: n e •
e new owner o a so
called" 1905 Armac wrote to me and others for more
information on the ,small car. It then .appeared in
the SAH Newsletter, issue # 36 on page 7, and to
~ knowledge received no response.
Quite by accident, while thumbing thru an odd issue
of The Car (BR.) recently I spotted a vehicle with
features that sent me digging and sure enough the
car is a 1913 or 1914 Lad's Car, the exact model
being pictured in the Nov. 1913 issue of Motor on
page 98. A picture in theDec. 2 1 1914 issue of
The Car shows the car with the hood off which
seems to further bear out this assumption. The
car was available with a choice of either Renault
or American hood (A.T.J. 9/13 p. 178)
I suspect the vehicle used an Armac motorcycle
engine as these engines read "Armac Motor" on
their aluminum crankcases and that the new owner
got the name from there. I've written the 1974
owner but have received no reply. P.S. This car
would be a likely stablemate for a certain BROWNIECAR in a certain Glen Cove, L. I. , N.Y. garag~!!
From Ledyard Pfund, P.O. Box 363, Alpine, N.J.
07620: One winter day -perhaps 15 years ago I
was marooned in a snowstorm at the Buffalo airport. I wandered into the bookshop and was delighted to get Charles Betts' "American Vintage
Cars". As you say it is a fine book. But best
of all for me was the picture of the minature
Marmons.
My father took me to see them, I would say in
1921, in the Rotunda of the Plankenton Building in Milwaukee. I was 4 years old and the
~odels were behind glass panels perhaps 18 x
W 6 for _each model. Iremember my father holding
me up so I could get a better look. Fairyland!
I never forgot them. From memory I would say
the detail of the wire wheels was particularly
wonderful. Also - I think there was more than
four models, but 1921 was a long time ago, so
perhaps I am mistaken. About 4 years ago I went
back to the Plankenton Rotunda, not having
been there in 50 years, and thought about the
minature Marmons.
From A.B. Demaus, Cadmore Close, St. Michal's,
T·enbury Wells, Worcestershire, ENGLAND: A
friend of mine has recently unearthed in the
far wast of Scotland a RHODIA car. The car is
not complete but he has given me as much information as he can in order to identify it. There
is no reference to this make in any of the reference books that I have consulted, nor have I
been able to find mention of it in the SAH
newsletters or Review. I would be most grateful
if any of the SAH membership can come up with some
information. Details of the remains as follows:
4 Cylinders in 2 blocks of 2. Rated 16hp in Gt.
Britain but this may, of course, be at variance
with the maker's rating. -the letters N.I. cast
on the cylinder head. - Holley carburettor,
Eastman electrics. - Half . elliptic frontm 3/4
elliptic rear springs; - Wooden non detachable
wheels, said not to have even detachable rims(!)
3 speed unit gaarbox, torque tube transmission,
right hand drive.

~ cal

hearsay in the area where it was found

~ggests that the car was one of a batch sent to
France in WWI and subsequently returned to this
country.

England: I'm doubtful about Fred R6e's "German"
roadster Mystery Photo. It looks more Franch to
me, though it's a pity that we can't' see if it :is
LRD or RHD. The fender skirts and rear fender
line are reminis,c ent of the jazzy custom roads.ters
made by Erdmann: u Rossi on Mercedes Benz 500K
and 54bK chassis in the 1935-9 era, and what goes
on the wheel~ are probably accessory discs and don't1
matter, except when one wants to stop from 90 on
the autobahn. Against the Mercedes thesis, 1) Though the motor sits right in the frame the hood
doors aren't right for Erdmann u Rossi, who usually had two banks of horizontal ones, 2) the sweep of the leading edge of the door isn't their
style) and 3) the vee radiator of the sporting M-B
models was almost · as sacrosanct to Germans as a
Rolls-Royce was back home in Britain. You'd never
get away with what looks like a flat grille.
And what is the convertib~e victoria behind? Bodywork is almost certainly German, with my money on
GlaMer or BUhne,but is the chassis American, or
one of those mock-Detroit straight-eights to which
German makers were addicted in 1930-31. If the
coachbuilder hasn't cheated on those hood doors,
the car should be either a '31 Cadillac or '32
Buick. It could 1 howe¥er be something of the stamp
of a late twin UHC Horch or a Stoewer Gigant, with
American-style hood treatment. Though those wheels
and hubcaps look awfully Detroit to me.

From Bob Snouffer, Box 347, Salome, AZ. 85348:
First, compliments and much more for this informative little paper. It's been needed for far
more years than it's been in existance.
I have a need to write many publications about
their mistakes and wish to purchase a supply of
the SAH letterhead stationary to do this. As a
member I do promise not to involve the organization
in a detrimental way, just wish to give proper
impetus to my writings when I have checked and
verified my information before sending it to them.
Far to many publishers are taking what they are
given at face value without proper editing and
checking and it's time '"e who are supposed to be
authoritarians bring some semblance of credulity
to these publications.
Finally, I have a need for verification on the
parts of a car I have discovered in a remote canyon nearby •• With all the research pictures I
have at hand, I've narrowed the possibilities to
either a 1917 Chevrolet big bodied touring, or a
1917 Bell. The firm identifying factor is this.
The rear doors hinge at the rear and only one
hinge of all four is the bottom one on the rear
doors. There is no other mark on the outside of
any of the doors, no handles, no rest pads, nothing. No body line or belt line bead. The front ~
the back doors curve up like the two I've mentioned as if it were almost a short second cowl.
Can anyone with access to a better picture of
either of these cars than I have, Help?
The Mystery of the Month so resembles a 1935
or '36Talbot Lago I'd almost put money on that
marque. Check with the -experts on Figoni et
Falaschi. The similarities of symetry of curve
and sweep of the bumper and grille and the line
of fneder are too remeniscent of the much photographed '38 coupe by this pair to be mere coincidence.
-

Recently I spent some time in Melbourne at the
State Library, looking through publications which
are not available in our library here in Adelaide.
One of these, "The Australian Coachbuilder and
Wheelwright", which commenced publication in 1890,
turned out to ha~e quite a lot of valuable motoring information, even as far back as the first
volume. One might have expected a journal devoted
to the horse-drawn vehicle to frown upon motor
cars, but in fact the attitude almost from the
first was "The motor car is coming, whether you
like i t or not. Better be in it!"
In the issue for 3/15/16 is a full page ad by Keep
Bros. and Wood (still in business), with an illustration of the chassis of a car to be oalled
"The Anzac" (The word came from the Australian &
New Zealand Army Corps, which had established its
claim to immortality at Gallipoli in France). The
illustration shows a typical American light car
chassis, with cantilever rear springs, fully floating rear axle, mono-block fixed head engine, unit
construction of engine and gear box, and an onion
shaped ignition distributor at the rear of the
cylinder block. Four cylinders of course.

Following this in the June issue~ is an announcement to the effect that as the Australian Govelln•
ment had prohibit;d the use of the word "Anzac"
as a trade name, Keep Bros. & Wood had changed the
name of their car to "Victory". In the same issue
is another full page ad, with a picture of a complete touring car and more detailed information
about it, although the engine dimensions are still
not given.
Apart from Mr. Rankine's car referred to in my
previous letter, "The Coachbuilder" reported one
sold to a Mr. Coxon, of Numurkah, Victoria. In
October there was a further write up, in which it
was stated that the materials were imported in unassemble9 form. Electrical equipment was given as
Ward Leonard and the. steering gear as made by the
Barnes Gear Manufacturing Co. The origin of the
other main mechanical items was not given. The
body was entirely of Australian manufacture, ' almost certainly by Keep Bros. & Wood, who had their
own body shop.
I did not find any references to the "Victory" in
"The Coachbuilder" after Jan. 1917. In the October
advertisement is the statement: "500 cars in use
and not one replacement". This cannot mean 500
"Victoz:y" cars, and must refer to 500 of what
ever the make was in its native America.
Can someone tell us something about the car's
origins in the U.S.A.?

The Au•trala.ian Coachbuilder and Wheelwright
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March 15, 1916.

THE ANZAC
25 H.P. Touring Model

KEEP BROS. & 'W'OOD, 100 Franklin Street, Melb.

•
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The Au1trala•ian Coachbui/Jer anJ Wheelwri11ht

June 15 , 1916.
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From John Pec~8mf 6l5' Pinj;w~~d~ Ave. Rd.,
New York. 121 : n ssue
here was a et er
from
wiillam
Davies
of
California
concern~nghistory
some
of the less well known- works on automotive
or early books on motoring. I have a couple of SUf
gestions for his list which ~ay or may not be well
known, but might be of interest.
A Trip Tbrough Italy, Sicily, Tunisia. Algeria and
Southern France, by W. K. Vanderbilt Jr. Privately
Published, 1918. This book was actually printed
by the University Press at Cambridge, Mass. Within
its covers is a day-by-day,hour-by-hour, mile-bymile account of the travels of Mr. Vanderbilt and
Mr. Payne, between Dec. 3~ 1912 and Jan. 23, 1913,
in a monstrous 1909, 55 hp Mercedes, In his introduction Mr. V. states:
In this modest attempt to sum up my tours in
the various countries through which I have traveled I have endeavored to give data as would be of
value to others making similiar tours. Among other
information I have been careful to give descriptions of the condition of the roads and hotels as
they were at the time I made my tours ••• for with
out such information, much of the pleasure of the
tour vanishes. The illustrations were taken by
myself en route.
Another touring book is Across the Continent by
the Lincoln Highway,by Effie Price Gladding,N.Y.
Brentano's, 1915. This ls a west to east trip.
Two cars were used; a Studebaker from California
to Denver, and a Franklin from there to New York
City. Luxury was not the keynote of the trip,
simply because it didn't exist along much of the
route. However, the book proves the practicability
ot the Lincoln Highway, even in its primitive
state.

!Jl umn .c...o.tumu·
e.
· ~~
·

Olan Chiles. 12321 Raabling Ln. 1 B9wie 1 MD.
~: Want information on Paige-Detroit
Motor Company or Jewett Motor Company. Need
factory photographs, copy ~f stock certificate
etc. I especially need ·leads to living persons
who were connected with the company in any way.
Also need to know the repository of the Ralph
Mulford photograph collection.
C~arles

R. Smith! Box 4416, Reading, Calif.
nformation on the OWENS sixwheeler truck o~ chassis, the Owens Manufacturing Co. of Burbank, Calif., and the California Six Wheel Co, of Oakland, Calif. These
apparently were small firms trying to enter the
market with six-wheeler truck units at · about the
same time the Moreland Company of Los Angeles
produced, the first successful six-wheelers.

.2.§QQ1: Want any

31
1
- 3 wo d
e any
orma on
on trunk mounted air conditioning units on 195'5'
Fords, were any of these factory installed? Also
want any information on the Harrigan car of 19211924(?) era.

In regard to the Lincoln Highway, another book
comes to mind, and it might be considerably easy
to find, This is A Complete Official Road Guide
of the Lincoln Highway. It was published in Detroit, by the Lincoln Highway Association, and the
5th edition, which I have, was printed in 1924.
Besides the typical route directions, there is a
great deal of general information on the construction and history of the highway and the areas
through which it passes. Menno Duerksen uses· this
as one of his primary sources for his article,
"Lincoln Highway", in the Sept. 1979 issue of
Cars & Parts ,

p o ograp s o
e warautomobile" made by John Brisbane Walker; of
an armored car made to the design of Capt. A.N.
Miller of Los Angeles circa 191~, or any of the
forty armored or partly ~rmored cars said to
have been used by Pancho Villa are urgently
wanted.

All of these books have maps and many illustrattnns.

Book Reviews

Change of Addresses:
George Damman
2515 Wilkinson Rd.
Sarasota, FL 33581

Julian F, Coryell
146 Victor Lane
Hamlin, New York 14464

Michael Sedgwick
Flat 1, June Cottage
June Lane, Midhurst
West Sussex, GU29 2EL
ENGLAND

Maurice A.J. Harrison
1B Redmead Rd.
Hayes, Middlesex
UB3 4AU
ENGLAND

Terry Boyce
20 East 11th
Huchinson , Ks. 67501

KLASSISCHE WAGEN III (England/Amerika) by Michael
Sedgwick. 242 pp., 25'2 illustrations. Hardbound.
8 3/8" x 9". Published by Hallwag AG, Nordring 4,
3001, Bern, Switzerland, Automobil Bucher Munchen,
Schrader u Partner G bH, Balanstrasse 6, D-8000Munchen-80, German Federal Republic. 1979. Price
from the German publisher, 42 Deuts~hmA~~~
Although this book has two drawbacks for the American reader- that it is written in German and one
must buy direct from the publisher, it has a good
deal more going for it. For one thing it is written by Michael Sedgwick who should need no introduction to th~ members of the SAH, For another,
the SARi beint international in scope, constitutes
no prob em for many readers. And for a third, the
book 1.s not only an attr.active addition to anyone'
library but it contains some illustrations which
are new to this reviewer and quite desirable.

~

.

The "II!" - ~ the title, ~1cates 1;hat this is the
t,hird TOl\ule on lClassiscHe vacen or nclassic Cars".
Preceding volumes included -a study of classics hailing from German, A~stria, OS•ehoslovakia and
Switzerland. This W$8 by Hana ' Heinrich .von Fersen.
The ~econd by Fet4inand Hediger, delt with French,
Belgian, Italian and SpanJsh classic cars.

ro~.

Michael Sedgwick has
many years known to be a
writer who, ·while leaving no stone unturned of the'
subject at hand, at the same time manages to avoid
the pedantic and hold his readers' interests presenting his story in a clear consise manner. This
book is no exception for while the very term "Classic" as used in this sense generally indicates a
specific type of motor car built within the 17
year span between 1925' and 191+.2, Sedgwick goes
farther afield in this one in order to more clearly explain the makes in question.
"I have deemed it advisable to sketch in the teens
and 20's where there is back history · and round
off the post WWII story where it wa~ Decline and
Fall. rather than a continuation," he explains.
The actual makes of cars -- both English and American-- are just about what one would expect to
appear in relation to the title with a couple of
borderline additions. One of these is the Locomobile which for reasons unknown to me frequently
is omitted from the general ·classic lineup. Locomobile is accorded full treatment in these pages
and embellished with- a splendid photograph of a
1929 Locomobile showroom with no less than ten of
the beasts on display!

The only price I can quote at this time is the
one in deutschmarks as I have not heaTd from the
Swiss end of the business and as far as I know
the book is not on sale either in London or New
~ York. It might, therefore, be a gbod idea to
~ write the publisher - checking out price, packing,
and postage, before parting with coin of the realm.
Keith Marvin

vMmfto Automobil•
1r~de Journals, .specially
1917. Also ao111e issues after 19'Zl~. Have

pror

m&IJT ·. extras to trade~ ·. Will also trade ,MoToR and
Age. Bill CUthbert, 455'~ . Cherry Ave. Santa
Maria, Ca. 93~4
·
M~tor
F~f

Salt: Aut011ob1le Trade· Journal two pages
c pped in each: Auc. 1923, Nov. 192.5; March 1926,
June 1926! Aug. 1927 (cover poor)$;.oo each
Complete ssues: March 19~1, Apr. 192~JFeb. 1927
(poor cover), Apr. ·1928 ·(poor -cover) ft).;o each;
Engine Specification Manual~American Passenger Cars ·
F & J Publishing. 1974 (has tune-u». toraue and
capac! ty figures. ·Spiral binding. _Sev_e ral hundred pages, not numbered) $5'.00 British Sports Cars by Gregor Grant, 240 pp.
195'9· t,l.;o; 195'6-5'7 Continental Mk II Master
Parts Catalog, Aug • .195'9, excellent condition,
$15'.00 pr1ces are postpaid. G. M. Naul, 5'34
Stublyn Rd., Granville, Ohio 4302~
For Sale: Wild Roads by Nicholson $4.2;; Veteran
by Roberts $4;2;; Adventures of a
Vintage Car Collector by Radcliff $4.7; The
American Automooile by Rae $4.00; Cars Cars by
Davis $4.2;; Veteran Cars by Sumner $3.2;. Ed
Moran, P.O. Box 1231, Rocky Point, N.Y. 11778

& Vintage Cars

WANTED: Any issues of AUTOOODY magazine from 1921
to 1931, complete or incomplete. Will pay $10.00
per issue if complete. Need many issues of the
Rolls Royce Bulletin (magazine issued by the
company not the club). Factory photographs of
classic cars with custom coach work. Walt Gosden
197 Mayfair Ave., Floral Park, Long Island, New
York· 11001 (5'16 35'4 0110)
For Sale: Reprint of the Copper Cooled Chevrolet
sales catalog. $4.;o ppd. Walt Gosden, 197 Mayfiar Avenue, Floral Park, N.Y. 11001

MysterY of the Month
Two sports cars are the Mystery photo&
of the Month. What model, year, make
are they? Who did the snazzy coachwork
on the open job with the wire wheels?

WANTED: I am still looking for a parts car
for my 1936 DAIMLER E20 six cylinder. Please
if any one out there knows of one, let me
know. There are so many things I need for mine
I am beginning to think I own the onli one in
the United States. Floyd G. Hardenl 5'875' North
Berry St., Westland , Michigan 481~5'·
WAHTED:Press kits and all associated sales
literature released with the launching or the
Rover SD1 in the United States this autumn.
James L. Taylor, 47 Evesham Rd., Emmer Green,
Reading RG4 8RD ENGLAND
WAHTED:Need sales literature, owners manuals
salesmans handbooks etc. for Paige-Detroit and
Jewett automobiles to !ill my collection. I will
top dollar tor a Paige-Detroit Motor Company
Certificate. Will ~~chase any original
factory photographs of Paige or J~wett. Olan
Chiles 12324 Rambling Lane, Bowie, MD. 2071 5'
(301-i;64-1101)

l

•

WAL TEA E. GOSDEN
197 MAYFAIR AVENUE, FLORAL PARK, N.Y. 11001
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